Proof. Let SI be the large algebra of F over the real field R. If U is a subset of F, we write U= £ {/: fEU}Efi.
Since (l-E/)"1 = 1+Z
{&"-■ m>0\, it follows that il-U)~l = G iff G is a submonoid freely generated by U. Let us assume first that I and I' are satisfied; it follows that each Fj, jEJ, is freely generated by Fy and that (1 -X)'1 = YL {C1 ~ y;)_1 : jEJ} where the product is taken according to the given ordering of 7.
Further, Logil-X)-^ Y,{™~lXm-m>0} = ¿{(X/)-1/: fEF+} and Log(l -Yy)-1 = £ {ÇKf)-f. fE F+n Fs}, where \f (resp. \f) denotes the length of the word/with respect to the free basis X (resp. Y¡).
For each F-conjugate class C, let ire denote the linear map of 21 onto R that satisfies irc/=l if fEC and ircf=0 if fEF\C. Since ire is constant on conjugate classes, for all /', f'EF we have ircf'f") = 7TC(/"/'); it follows that if SCSI is the large Lie algebra over R Let us assume now that II is satisfied; it follows that for each jEJ one has (3) for any /, /' £ F, if //', /'/ £ Fy, then /, /' £ F,.
Consequently (cf., e.g., [2] ), each F¡ is freely generated by Fy and (2), whence (1), holds for every F-conjugate class C. Let a be the natural homomorphism of SI into the large algebra over R of the free commutative monoid generated by X. We deduce from ( We conclude with the following application of the "elimination Suppose (5) is satisfied for some £2:0. We construct inductively a sequence of subsets Wk,n oí Wk for all «^0. First we take Wk¡o = 0. Supposing Wk,n given we define TF*,n+i to be the union of Wk¡n with the set of all words of minimal length in the complement of iWk.nr\Pi)Fi,kyJF2,kiWk.nr\P'2) in IF*. We now define Xi,k+i = U iWk.n r\ Pi);
Yi.k+1 = Fa U Xi,k+i ii = 1, 2).
niO Thus, Xiik+iE Yi,k+iEPi (*■" 1> 2). To complete the verification that (5) holds for k-\-l, we need to show first (6) Wk = Xiik+iFi,k + F2,kX2,k+i-Indeed, by the inductive hypothesis each/G IF* has a unique representation in the form /=/2/i, where fEXi,kFi,k and /2£F2,¡a,k. Taking Wk = F2,kWkFi¡k into account, it follows that there exist two sets Pi and P2 such that Pi = Xi.t+iFi,*, T2 = F2,*X2,*+i, and IF* = PiVJ P2. Thus the proof of (6) needs only the verification that riHP2 = 0.
Let fETt.
By definition /=g2/2/i, where g2EF2,k, /2GF2,tX2>l, fiEXi,kFi,k, andf2fiEWk,"r\Pi for some «^0. The definition of Wk.n implies that f2fiEXi,k+iFitk. Thus, for each w'^0 and for each left factor/1' EXi,kFi,k of f, we have fifí <í IF*,".fYP,. It follows that for each such fi we have /2/i' E T2, hence gs/s/i G T2, and finally gü/ü/i GIFt.n'-nPi for all «"^0. This shows that /=g2/2/iGPi and TiC\Ti= 0, hence (6) is proved.
For the rest, we compute as follows: 
